PHC FACTSHEET 2021

- **255 MILLION $** Allocated on (PHC) programs
- **26 MILLION $** Requested for filling gaps in various programs
- **79 MILLION $** Revolved for DCP
- **11,136** Families benefited
- **56,000** Individual Benefited

**DCP in Jerusalem**
- 33% DCP funded
- 8% DCP allocated
- 59% DCP requested
- $1.883 M funded for 13 families in (DCP)
- $8.2 M allocated for 55 families in (DCP)
- $10 M requested for 100 families in (DCP)

**HRP in Jerusalem**
- 9% HRP funded
- 13% HRP allocated
- 78% HRP requested
- $0.355 M funded for 58 families in (HRP)
- $0.322 M allocated for 40 families in (HRP)
- $2.8 M requested for 355 families in (HRP)

**PHC Funds (Cumulative)**
- 38% Of PHC allocation is in Jerusalem
- 37% in Gaza
- 25% in West Bank

**DCP in West Bank**
- 47% DCP funded
- 48% DCP allocated
- 5% DCP requested
- $4.2 M funded for 103 families in (DCP)
- $0.419 M allocated for 10 families in (DCP)
- $5 M requested for 100 families in (DCP)

**HRP in West Bank**
- 100% HRP funded
- 0% HRP allocated
- 0% HRP requested
- $0 M funded for 0 families in (HRP)
- $0.0 M allocated for 0 families in (HRP)
- $5 M requested for 967 families in (HRP)

**DCP in Gaza**
- 40% DCP funded
- 60% DCP allocated
- 0% DCP requested
- $3.37 M funded for 119 families in (DCP)
- $0.419 M allocated for 10 families in (DCP)

**GRP in Gaza**
- 20% GRP funded
- 80% GRP allocated
- 0% GRP requested
- $0.130 M allocated for 25 families in (GRP)

**HDIS in Jerusalem**
- 14% HDIS funded
- 43% HDIS allocated
- 43% HDIS requested
- $0.28 M funded for 28 families in (HDIS)
- $2.28 M allocated for 90 families in (HDIS)
- $3 M requested for 90 families in (HDIS)

**Other**
- 5% of PHC beneficiaries are female

DCP: Direct Credit Program.
ICP: Indirect Credit Program.
HRP: Housing Rehabilitation Program.
GRP: Gaza Reconstruction Program.
HDIS: Housing Development And Infrastructure Support.